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(a) The multiplicities m,, in the cocharacrers x,(A) of (any P.I. algebra .4 ) are 
polynomially bounded. (b) A hook containing x,,(tl 0 B) is obtained from the 
hooks containing x,,(A) and xn(B). These results are obtained by applying a theory 
of hook Young diagrams to P.I. algebras. and they generalize results known for 
algebras satisfying Capelli identities. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let L(A) = LPar(n) m,[J] be the cocharacter of a P.T. algebra in charac- 
teristic zero, and let Par(n) 2 H(k, 1; n) = ((A,, & ,...) E Par(n) 1 dj < I for 
j > k + 1 }. Amitsur and Regev [ 11, proved that there exist k, I> 0 such that 
m,I = 0 if I, @ H(k, 1; n), X&I) = C.3EH(k,l;n, m,t[A]. A priori, the M,~‘s are 
only exponentially bounded, m, < d., . The main result in this paper is that 
the mU,‘s are polynomially bounded. This was proved in [2] under the 
assumption that .4 satisfies a Capelli identity. Many P.I. algebras do not 
satisfy a Capelli identity: If A is any non-nilpotent P.I. algebra, then A 13 E 
does not satisfy any Capelli identity. where E is the infinite Grassmann 
algebra. It is interesting to note that algebras of the form A 0 E enter the 
proof of the general case in a crucial way. The above special case was 
proved in [2] using gl(Y) (or GL(V), the general linear Lie algebra-cc 
group) and S, representations. Here we obtain the proof of the general case 
by applying @(I/j (the general linear Lie superalgebra) and S,, represen- 
tations. This is done in Sections 2 and 3. The tools for handling hook shaped 
Young diagrams and pZ(V) representations were developed in [3]. We 
assume the reader is familiar with these results. 
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In Section 1 we bring an immediate application of that “hook theory” to 
PI. algebras: Given two P.I. algebras A and B we construct a hook 
containing the cocharacter x,(4 @ B) in terms of the corresponding hook for 
x,,(A), xn(B). In particular, this yields a way of constructing explicit identities 
for A 0 B. 
We begin by quoting [ 1, Theorem C]. Recall that Par(n) 1 H(k, I; n) = 
{~(n,,~2,...)In,+,,n,+?,...~lI). 
THEOREM 1 [ 1, Theorem C]. Let A satis& an identity of degree d, let 
k, I> e(d - 1)” (e = 2.7...), and let x,(A), n = 1,2 ,..., be the cocharactel 
sequence of A. Then, for all n, xn(A) = x4EH,k,,.nj m,[n]. 
For such (k, I) we write x(A) & H(k, 1). Obviously, there might be other 
hooks contaiing the cocharacters x,,(A). We thus introduce 
Notation 2. H(A) = Sk 1) Ix,(A) = Z.lEHtk,l:nj m.,J4 1 = Nk I) I x(4 c 
H(k, 1) I. 
Given a PI. algebra, a basic problem is to find (k, I) E H(A). We do this 
for -4 @ B in 
THEOREM 3. If x(A) C H(k, , II) and x(B) G H(k,, lJ, then x(A 0 B) G 
H(k, l), where k = k, k2 + 1, I?, 1 = k, II + k,l,. 
ProoJ: By [lo], x,(A 0 B) <x,(A)@x,,(B). By [3, Sect. 31, if 
1 E H(k,, 1,; n), lu E H(k,, 1,; n), then [A] @ [p] c H(k, f), i.e., all the 
irreducible components of [A] @ [p] are from H(k, I; n). The proof now 
follows. Q.E.?. 
Using the notations and results of [ 11, Theorem 3 takes the following 
equivalent form: 
THEOREM 3’. Let A satisfy E.f [x; y] and let B satis& Ez [s,; y], where 
1 = (Z~I), ,u = (l$l), then A @B satisJies E,*[x; y], where v = (lk), 
k = k, kz + 1, I,, I= k, 1, + k, 1,. This generalizes [ 10, Theorem 131. 
Let x(A) c H(k, I). Recall that if 165 H(k, 1; n) and I,, c FS,, is the 
corresponding two-sided ideal in FS,, then every element (polynomial) in 1., 
is an identity for A [8]. So we may choose the (k + 1) x (I+ 1) rectangle to 
conslruct explicit identities--of degree (k + l)(Z + I)---for A. Thus, 
Theorem 3 yields a method, which we name the “hook method,” for 
constructing explicit identities for A @B. A second method, which we call 
the “codimension method” is given in [8, Theorem 4.41. We do as an 
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example M,(F) @ E = M,(E). Since x(E) cr H(1, 1) [7] and x(Fkj (= H(k’, Oj 
191, hence x(F~ @ E) E H(k’, k’j; so the hook method gives identities for 
M,(E) of degree (k” + l)‘, for example, (s,,+,[~])@~~. The codimension 
method yields only (skZ+ , [x])~, where t > 4k8. 
2 
Let F(X) = F(x, , x, ,... ) be the free associative, noncommutative algebra in 
countably many variables, Let A be a P.I. algebra, I(A) = Q E F(x) its T- 
ideal of identities, V, = the multilinear polynomials of degree n in 
-y1 7 x2,..., x,, Q, = Q n V,. As in [S], V, E FS, and Q,, becomes a left ideal. 
Finally let V be a vector space, dim V= k? and r(Vj = CFCO @ V@” its 
tensor algebra. Thus r(Vj = F(x r,..., 3~~) and V@” fl Q is defined. The 
symmetric group S,Z acts from the right (classically) on V@” by permuting 
coordinates, so p” . Q, is also defined. A standard multilinearization 
argument proves 
LEMMA 4. f.,@“,q Q= V@“. Q,. 
DEFINITION. G(A) = F(x>/Q is the universal algebra for A in infinity 
many variables. Similarly, G(A; k) = T( V)/Q n T( k’) is the universal algebra 
for A in k variables. By the lemma, G(a; k) = CcEF @ (V’@‘/V@ . Q,). 
We now summarize concepts and results to which we give (hook) 
generalizations in the sequel. The universal algebra G(A; k) is used to define 
the Poincari series in k (commuting) variables [4], P(r! ,.~.?rkj. Over gi(k). 
one can write in a unique way V@‘/V@’ . Q,, E J-IEH(k.OC,,j (M~~‘j”‘-~, where 
My:’ is the irreducible gl(k) module on the partition A. It is proved in [ 2 ] that 
if X”(A) = C.mr(rl m.,[A] and if II E H(k, 0; n), then ti, = m.,. Finally, it 
follows by results of [2, 51, by taking traces of diagonal matrices on 
@q,J@” . Q,, that (S,‘s the Schur functions) ~;(r, . ..., TV) = 
ZEo C lePar(nj m., . S,tCr, 3-2 yk). Note that if h(3Lj>k+ II then 
S,4(r ,,... ..r,J = 0, hence p(s ,,... :T,J = CnJ=O ~,.tEH,!,.O:rrJ m., . S,(r, ,.-% ~~1: 
PiI , ,..., Ye) captures precisely the multiplicities m, in 1(,#), where 
d E H(k, 0; n)* If no strip H(k, 0) contains x,(A) [9]? then no Poincare series 
p(r-,,....r,) captures all its multiplicities. This is remedied by introducing 
hook Poincare series. 
Now to hook generalizations! We imitate the construction of G@; kj to 
capture the cocharacters which are properly inside a hook, -Let V= T @ LT. 
dim r= k, dim U= 1. In [3, Sect]. we introduced a new (rightf sign 
permutation action of S, O* V%“, denoted by *. Thus V@” * Q,, is a subspace 
of Y?j”. in fact: it is a p/(V) left submodule, hence Ifin/Fsn * Q,, is also a 
pZ(Vj module. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let V= TO U be as above. 
(a) G(A; k, Z) = CrEO 0 (V@“/V@” * Q,). 
(b) We denote V@” * eTk of [3,3.19] by V@” * eT., = Mj:‘“. For each 
1 E H(k, 1; n) this is an irreducible p/(V) module. 
(c) V@“/V@” * Q, = C,,EH(k,l;n) @ (Mj:3’))“-k as pZ( V) modules. 
THEOREM 6. Let V = T @ U be as above. Let m, be the multiplicities in 
x,(A) and fi, as in Definition 5(c). Then R, = m, for all ;1 E H(k, 1: n). 
To prove this theorem we need Lemmas 7 and 8. 
LEMMA 7. Let M g V@” be a pZ( V) submodule. Then there is an e E FS, 
such that M= VO” * e. 
Prooj Since I’@” is completely reducible over pZ(V), it may be decom- 
posed as I’@” = M@ M’. The projection homomorphism TC: V@‘” + M is 
obviously a p/(V) map, i.e., n E Homp,o(VOn, V@“). But, by the double 
centralizing property of pl( V) and FS,, [3,4.15] there is an element e f FS, 
such that X(U) = u * e for all u E I’@‘*. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. If J,, J2 are left ideals of FS, and J, n J2 = 0, then 
(V@“*J,)n(V@“*Jz)=O. 
ProoJ: Let v, be the representation we get from the * action, 
rp: FS, --t hom(pn, V@“). Then by complete reducibility FS, = A @ ker p. 
Replacing Jj by Ji n A, we may assume wlog that for i = 1, 2, Ji = FS,ei, 
eiEA,ej-=e,.LetiZrl=(V~“*J,)n(Vo”*-J?).Misap[(V)submoduleof 
V@, hence by Lemma 7, M may be written as M = V”” * e3, e, E IQ. For 
i = 1,2, ME V@‘! * Ji and since e, acts as a right unit on I/@” * J,, 
v*e3ei=v*e, fo? all * E pm* Thus v * (e,e,-ee,)=O and 
e,e,-ee,EAnker~=0,ande,ei=e,,i=1,2.Finally,e,EJ,nJ2=0. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 6. As a left FS,-module, Vn=Q,,@ 
+P.e,n, @ (FS, e,)“,‘. By Lemma 8, V@‘” = V@‘” * FS, = (V”“” 4: Q,,) @ 
-.sEH(k,I;,2) 0 (V@” :i- e.J% h ence as left pl( V) modules V”“/Van * Q, z 
LHw;n, @ (P” 4: e,L)mJ E CdlEH(k,lGn) @ (M!t*“)“-l. Q.E.D. 
Remark 9. As a corollary, if k, I are as in Theorem 1, then pl( V) decom- 
position of G(a; k, I) into irreducible modules captures the (multiplicities of 
the) cocharacters of xn(A). We next introduce a hook version of the Poincari 
series, designed to campture the cocharacters of P.I. algebras which fail to lie 
in any strip H(k, 0). 
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DEFINITIONS 10. (a) Let V=T@U as before, t, ,..., t, E T, 
u, ‘..., U[ E U bases inducing an identification T(V) E F(t, ,.... t,, u, ,... ~ u,,~ 
Let (a; b) = (a ,,..., ak; b ,,..., b,), a, + .+- + b, = II, and set V{a; 6) g P’” to 
be the subspace of all polynomials homogeneous in each of t, .*.., Us, of 
degree ai in ti and bj in zlj. 
(b) Let Q GF(x) be the identities of a P.I. algebra A. Define 
4tr ,,“.. rk; sg )..., SC> = 4a(rI s> = &b) (dim( V(a; b)/V(a; bj * Q,)) ryi . . 
ftk$t . , . .$I. We call q(r, . . . . . rk; s, ,..., sl) a double Poincari series for A. 
Recall 13: Sect. 61 that the hook Schur functions HS-.l(r, . . . . . r,,; s, . . . . . s/j, 
A E H(k, I; tz) are defined by: HS.,(r, ,..., rk: sI ,...) s,) is the trace of 
rl 0 
gjpr 
. . 
r k 
x1 
. i 
E End(Ysn) 
. . restricted to M,iA.” g k’,?“‘. 
THEOREM 11. For any k, I > 0, q(r, 
ffs.,(r, ,..., rk; s, ,..., s(>- 
Proof. The left action of 
l’k 
S1 
. . 
on V8.’ commutes with the right FS, action * (3, Sects. 4. 61. Hence 
rl 
. . 
‘k 
i. . 
0 
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acts on (Von/Von * Q,) and we compute the trace in two ways. First, let 
x E V@” be a monomial (basis element) of degree ai in ti and bj in uj. Then 
WI is an eigenvector for 
with eigenvalue rT1 . . . riksiL . . . sfl. Therefore the trace of 
on (V@‘“/n@:l” * Q,) is s,,, . . . +b,=n (dim(V(a; b)/V(a; 6) * Q,)) r:’ ... .$‘. 
On the other hand, using the decomposition V@‘/V@” * Q, g 
c .lEH(k,/:n) 0 w\k39m-k and the definition of the HS,, the trace of 
?-I 0 ! 4 
@I1 
. . 
0 s/ : 
also equals E.lEH(k,,;nj m ,ffS,(r, ,..., rk; sl ,..., s/j. Q.E.D. 
Note that for k, I chosen as in Theorem 1, the corresponding double 
Poincart series q,(r, ,..., rk ; s, ,... 3 sl) captures the cocharacter of A. 
EXAMPLE 12. Let E be the infinite Grassmann algebra. By [7], x,,(E) = 
[d]. By considering the outer products of (1’) E Par(i) and 
gf?kri{A), we obtain 
S(li)(rl ?-.? rk) S(a)(rl T-.9 rkj = S(a,li)(rl ?-? rkj + S(a+ k,Li-l)(rI ,-? rkj 
and by summing, 0 < i ,< k, 0 <a, it can be shown that 
P(r 1 ,*.*, rk) = pEkl ,..., l.kj 
= 1 + drl ,..., rk) + vdr13”.? rk) + “’ + v~[k&“l~..., rk) 
(l-r,)...(l-rk) 5 
where { Vj(r, 3--v rk) IO < j( k are the elementary symmetric polynomials. Only 
the infinite sequence { pE(r, ,..., rkj)~!, captures x,~(E). 
For the double Poincare series, choose k = I= 1. Since HStn,,bj(r; s) = 
raP1sb(r +s) if a > 1 and HS,(r; s) = 1, it follows easily that 
qE(r; s) = (( 1 + rs)/( 1 - r)( 1 - s)). 
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3 
in this section we prove that the m,‘s in x,~(A) are polynomially bounded. 
LEMMA 13. For any PI. algebra -4, the space G(A: k. i), defined in 
5(a), is an algebra in a natural way. 
ProoJ By homogeneity, 
G(z4 ; k, I) = I@ (V-/V@ * Q,,) = T(V) 
I 
x @ (P” 2% Q,,) 
n n 
and the proof follows once we show that s,, @ (@ * Q,) = I is a two-sided 
ideal in T(V). Let K’, E I’@“. )t-,, E I’@“, a,, E Q,, Then it is enough to show 
that 
For example, (w,, e a,) @ w, = (IV,, @ ,) * a,, where a,, -+ a,, by the 
embedding FS, 4 FS,,+,, induced by S,, --f S,, +m (the last m numbers are 
fixed). 
As multilinear polynomials, 
4,(x, ,..., x,+,) = arr(x ,,.... x,)x,, , ... x,,,,,: 
hence clearly ~7, E Q, + ,rr. QED. 
THEOREM 14. G(rl; k, 1) satisJes all the identities of i4 @ E; in 
particular, G(A; k, I) is P.I. (it might satisfy more identities than A Q E). 
Proof: Let the functions .jy(oj be as in [3, 61. We first observe that 
& 1 ‘*--Y -%> = Ls %X,(I) ..* x,(n) is an identity for A @ E if and only if 
for every 1~ {I,...: n}, the polynomial COES ~,f~(cr)x,(,) . . . Xii,,;, is an 
identity for A (see? for example, the proof of [6: Lemma 2.1 I). 
Let h be an identity for A @ E. By multilinearization, we may assume that 
17 is multilinear, h(x i ,..., x,,) = C cx,x,, ,) . . . x,,,, . We need to show that for 
every substitution 
xi 4 di(t, ,..., c,, u, ,‘..) Uj) E T(V), W , ,*.-> d,,) E ~ 0 (~“-‘I )i: Q,,j. 
By the multilinearity of h, it is enough to show this COi 
xj + Mi(t, )...) t,, u, ~ . ..) zfI) = Mi(t, u), monomials. 
Let the total degree of ny= i Mj be m. Factor x1 ... x,~ = N, ‘.. N,, such 
that Ni --t Mi by properly substituting x’s by t’s and u’s Note that if Mj = I. 
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we can choose Nj = 1. Clearly, for each u E S, there exists z = r(a) E A’,,! 
such that NO,,) . . . N,(,, = (N, . . . N,) r. Thus 
h(N, ,..., NJ = 1 u,N,u, -.. N,c,, 
0E.S” 
= s uJN, ... N,,) r(u) 
ITES, 
=N, ...N.. x aw5(u) = s cl, r(a); 
OGS, 
and clearly 
wf, ,..., M,)=(M, ... MrJ s a, r(o). m 
Let M(t, u) = M,(t, U) . . . M,(t, U) and let J= supp,M(t, u) z { I,..., m), 
[3, Sect. 11, then by definition 
SO 
Ilqt, u) s u,t(u) = M(t, u) * x u,fJ(r(a)) t(u). LT D 
Since x0 a,r(a) is a P.I. for A @ E, hence (for any J)? 2, cx,fJ(7(o)) r(u) is 
a P.I. for A, by the remark at the beginning of the proof 
C, qJ,(r(~)) ~(0) E Q,. Thus 
h(M, ,..., M,) = M(t, u) * 1 a&z(a)) r(o) E V@” 3: Q,,. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 15. Let A be P.I., k, I> 0 any numbers. Then the algebra 
G(A; k, 1) is finitely generated and P.I., hence is polynomially bounded. The 
sequence a,, = dim(V@“/@” * Q,l) is polynomially bounded [2, 4.131. 
We can now prove our main result. 
THEOREM 16. Let A be any P.I. algebra with multilinear cocharacter 
x,(A) = Lm,n~ m, [A 1. Then there exists a polynomial g,(x) = g(x) such 
that for all n, LParcnl m, <g(n). In particular, the multiplicities m., are 
(uniformly) polynomially bounded. 
Note. The theorem was proved ([2]) under the assumption that A 
satisfies a Capelli identity. Here we prove it under no such restrictions. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to obtain k, I > 0 such that for all rr. 
x,(A) = x.kEH(k,I:rlJ m,(L], i.e., x(A) C H(k, I). Construct V= r@ U, 
dim T = k, dim U= 1, let S, act on V’@” by the * (sign permutation) 
action, and consider V@“/V@’ * Q,, as a pl(P? module. B:: 
Theorem 6, Vx”,/p” :I: Q,, zPl(l.J x @ (M’$‘O)“~l, hence dim P’@“/k@’ :3 Q,, = 
L,.LEH(k,(:n) mA dim(M![-“). By [3, 3.201, M., # 0 if /1 E H(k. 1; 17). Thus -i- 
dim V@‘/,” :ir Q, > xIEH,k.,:nj m, and the proof now follows from 
Corollary 15. Q.E.D. 
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